
From:
To: A303 Stonehenge
Subject: A303 Winterbourne Stok by-pass
Date: 17 July 2022 13:41:52

When I moved to  the by-pass for Winterbourne Stoke was
pegged up but there was yet another financial crisis at that time and the plan was
abandoned.

Since there have been 2 or 3 large enquiries at huge expense,

I still own  and I have
tried to sell the property since 2007 (another hiccup at the time, financial crisis) and again
later, but the road is so bad, that few people are interested.
The subsequent bypass with the tunnel has been announced.    I put the property on the
market at a very low price - but until the by-pass gets the go-ahead, I am somewhat
lumbered.   

The road noise and traffic is unbelievable.   This is, after all, the main road from London to
the West Country and drivers are held up for such a long time once they get to Stonehenge,
or coming the other way.
Never can there have been a worse situation - a highly important road being only single
carriageway passing  through and wrecking the village of Winterbourne Stoke.

We are desperate and if a tunnel is the answer, let it be !

Jane Singleton.
  



From:
To: A303 Stonehenge
Subject: A303 bypass Winterbourne Stoke
Date: 28 July 2022 15:30:29

I moved to ….. The bypass for Winterbroune Stoke was pegged
out from the A36 to the Longbridge roundabout before Stonehenge.   The country must have run out of money -
it never happened,    Since there have been several large and expensive enquiries to the bypass - all very
expensive and useless.
The last enquiry is for the tunnels alongside Stonehenge.    This is the main road, shortest, should be quickest
road from London to the West Country.   The traffic hold ups on this single way carriageway is horrendous and
the accidents that occur.   , this must be accepted and must go through - for all the drivers on
the road and especially for the residents of Winterbourne Stoke - the village is divided by the road and totally
unacceptable for residents and drivers.    Archeology and geology will have a year to check out what is under
the earth.   Please let this happen for everybody’s sake, except perhaps the Stonehenge Alliance !
Jane Singleton




